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Two-Step Methods and Bi-Orthogonality

By A. Iserles and S. P. Nersett

Abstract. We study order and zero-stability of two-step methods of Obrechkoff type for

ordinary differential equations. A relation between order and properties of mth degree

polynomials orthogonal to xßl, 1 < i ^ m, where -1 < \ix < \i2 < • • • < fim, is established.

These polynomials are investigated, focusing on their explicit form, Rodrigues-type formulae

and loci of their zeros.

1. Introduction. There exists a close relationship between certain one-step numeri-

cal methods for the ordinary differential equation

(1) /-/GO,      y(0)=y0e&
and orthogonal polynomials. This can be demonstrated for linear multi-derivative

methods by a construction similar to that in Norsett [4]. Integrating (1) from x0 to

x, = x0 + h, we obtain

(2) y(xl)-y(x0) = hf1f(y(x0 + th))dt.

Given an arbitrary mth degree polynomial p, normalized so that p(m)(x) = 1, we

proceed by repeated partial integration, obtaining

y(x1) - y(x0) = h ¡l p<")(l - 0/GGo + th)) dt

m

(3) =~¿Zhi{p^~^(0)f^1\y(xl))-P^-\\)f^1\y(x0))}
i=i

+ hm + l fl p(l - t)f(m)(y(x0 + th)) dt.

Let Yk denote an approximation to y(xk), k = 0,1, and let

yU) = F,(y),     i>o,

be the equation for the /th derivative that is obtained from (1) by repeated

differentiation: F0(y) = y, Fx(y) = f(y), F2(y) = (df(y)/dy)f(y), etc. The iden-

tity (3) gives rise to the mth order method
m m

(4) E h'p^-\0)F,(Y,) = E h'p^-\\)F,(Y0)

with the local truncation error

(5) T=h"> + l(lp(l-t)f^(y(x0 + th))dt.
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544 A. ISERLES AND S. P. N0RSETT

It follows from (5) that the order can be further increased to m + s,l ^ s ^ m,if

(6) (l tJp(\ - t)dt = 0,       0<j<s-l.

Hence, the maximal order 2m is attained when p is the wth-degree Legendre

polynomial, appropriately shifted,

Of course, instead of maximally increasing the order, it is possible to seek other

properties, e.g., numerical efficiency (Norsett [4]).

More examples of relations between orthogonality and one-step methods are

available in Norsett [5].

The purpose of the present paper is to extend this set of ideas to two-step

methods. To this end, we have to modify the standard concept of orthogonality. This

leads to a problem in bi-orthogonality: Find pm in 7Tm, the set of wth-degree

polynomials, which is orthogonal in [0,1] to x1*', 1 < i < m. The ju,'s are a set of

distinct numbers in (-1, oo)—in our application they will be either the even or the

odd nonnegative integers.

We demonstrate the existence and uniqueness of such polynomials, obtain explicit

expressions and a Rodrigues-type formula and discuss the location of their zeros.

The results are specialized to the problem in hand, namely two-step methods for

the equation (1).

2. Two-Step Methods. Given an analytic real function y, positive h and arbitrary

real a, we define the operator L by

(7) L[y(x0);h] = y(x,) -(1 + a)y(x0) + ay(x^),

where xk = x0 + kh, k = -1,0,1.

If j' is the solution of (1) we obtain

(8) L[y(x0);h] = h f1 f(y(x0 + th)) dt - ah f f(y(x^ + th)) dt.

In a manner similar to that in Iserles [1], we consider arbitrary p, q e trm[x] such

that p(m)(x) = 1, q(m)(x) = -a, and repeatedly integrate by parts in (8). This yields

L[y(x0);h] = hf /><"•>(! - 0/GGo + *)) dt

+ hp q(m)(\ -t)f{y(x_x + th))dt

m

= - E {^<^')(o)/('-1)(^(^i)) + Wmi)(o) - P{m,){i)\
i-i

X/('-1,(^(^o))-i(m-')(l)/,'-1,(>'(^l))}^

+ T[y(x0);h],

where the local truncation error operator T has the form

T[y(x);h] = hm+1l C p(\ - t)y{m+1)(x + th)dt
wo

+ f  q(\ - t)y(m + 1)(x+(t-l)h)dt\.
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Hence, the method

m m

¿Zp(m-i)(o)F,(Yl)h'= E {/",-')(i)-?(m-')(o)}í;.(y0)/l'
/     ^ i-0 i=0(io)

+ E?(m-°(i)í;(^i)A',
i = 0

where Yk denotes an approximation to y(xk), is of order p > m.

We obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for order m + r by expanding

y(m + i) m Taylor series about x0,

C t'p(l -t)dt+ (l (t- l)Jq(l -t)dt = 0,       0<;<r-l.
•'o Jo

This can be recast as

(11) C t'{p(l-t)+(-iyq(t)}dt = 0,       0<j<r-l.

If q = 0, then we are back to one-step methods, and (11) coincides with (6). In

general, alas, the appearance of (-Y)J in (11) means that the classical orthogonality

analysis is inadequate to provide order conditions on p and q.

The situation is relatively simple if either p or q are given. For example, we have

Theorem 1. Given p e irm[x], p{m)(x) = 1, the order of (10) is at least 2m + I if

and only if q is of the form

m

<zG) = Ey^.G),
/ = 0

where the P/s are Legendrepolynomials, shifted to [0,1], Py\x) = 1, and

f¿Pj(-t)p{i-t)dt

tiPÏ(t)dt
yj=--'-TTrTiTWl.-'      0</<m.

Proof. Order conditions (11) lead to

(12) f P,(-t)p(\- t)dt+ P Pl(t)q(t)dt = 0,       0</<r-l.

This follows by multiplying (11) by a¡, where P¡(t) = Llj=0cXj(-t)J, and summing up

for 0 < j < /. (Note that Eq. (2.4) in Iserles [1] is incorrect in this respect.) The

theorem follows at once from the representation of q and orthogonality of the

Legendre polynomials.   G

To attain zero-stability in (10) it is necessary and sufficient that -1 < a < 1,

hence, in the framework of Theorem 1,

-l<(lPm(-t)p(l-t)dt/flP2(t)dt<l.

Example 2. Let m = 2, and p(x) = y2 - 2yx + \x2 for a real y. Theorem 1

gives

Yo = -Y2 + Y-|.    Y1 = 12Y2-10Y+ |,    Y2 = ~36072 + 240y - 31.
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This leads to

q(x)=    -180y2 + 120y - y )x2+(l92y2     132y 4 ll)x

-37y2 + 26y - \

The underlying method is of order 5 for all y e R and is zero-stable for

11       fi_
6' 3       15

u
1 + i/Ï5    1
3        15  ' 2

Order 6 is attained for y = (9 + y 15 )/33, but the corresponding methods are not

zero-stable.

In general, there are 2m + 1 free parameters (including a) in p and q. Hence, it

should be possible to attain order 3m + 1, resulting in 2m + 1 equations in (11). To

this end, we set

(13) U(t):=p(l-t) + q(t),        V(t):= p(l - t) - q(t)

and restate (11) for r = 2m + 1 as

(14) C t2jU(t)dt = 0,       0</<m;
Jo

(15) (l t2j+1V(t)dt = 0,       0 <y < m — 1.
•'o

Since (14) represents a nonsingular homogeneous system of linear equations in the

coefficients of U(t), it follows that U(t) = 0.

Example 3. Given m = 2, (15) yields

V(t) = \(t2-^t+\), ÀER.

Hence it follows from (13) and p(m)(x) = 1 that

, .      1  ,      3 1 , ,        1  2      5        1

Note that q"(t) = -1, hence the corresponding method is marginally zero-unstable,

having a double root at 1.

The possible absence of zero-stability in the highest-order method motivates

interest in methods of order 3m, one less than the maximum. In that case our

construction is still valid, with the exception that (14) holds for 0 <_/ < m — 1, but

not for j = m.

3. Bi-Orthogonality. The condition (15) (as well as (14) with 0 <y < m - 1) are

special cases of the general bi-orthogonality problem: Given a set of distinct

numbers /x,, / = 1,2,..., in (-1, oo), find pm e irm[x], normalized so that p„™\x)

= 1, such that

(16) (x^,Pm(x)):=   C x»'Pm(x)dx = 0,        l<i<
•'n

m.

When fit; = i — 1 we obtain the classical shifted Legendre polynomials, whereas the

choices ju., = 2(; - 1) and ju, = 2/ - 1 are of interest to the analysis of two-step

methods in this paper.
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Definition 4. Given a function / in C1 and v e (-1, oo), we define the differential

operator Dv by

DJ(x) = (v+ l)f(x) + xf'(x) = x-j¿{x" + 1f(x)}.

Lemma 5. (a) Dv maps tTm[x} onto itself;

(b) Dv and Dß, v, ¡x e (-1, oo), commute when acting on af e C2.

Proof. The assertion (a) is an immediate consequence of the definition of Dv,

whereas (b) follows since

DvDJ{x) = x2f"(x)+(3 + p + v)xf'(x) +(1 + ,0(1 + v)f(x)

is symmetric in v and p..   D

We now define

1     "'
(IV)   Pm(x) = — n(l + m + VjY DHD„ ■■■ Dj(x - \)m),       m > 1.

' ./ = i

Theorem 6. The functions pm defined in (17) belong to 77m[x], satisfy pn\l)(x) = 1,

a«ii oèey í/ie bi-orthogonality conditions (16).

Proo/. It follows at once from Lemma 5 that pm e wm and, by induction, that

pn™\x) = 1. Furthermore, by Lemma 5, Z)^ commutes with D^ , hence

i     m i m

(^,^(x)> = -^n(i + ̂  + ̂ r7 *^jn^, {(*-in&
"' ■   /' = 1 ""O \ '= i

-Lna + m + M,)-1^
1  /"I   _^_

dx
r^i + 1

\

;=1

{(*-!)"}&.

m\
n(i + m+My)-v*+i rn, kg-in
7=1 i=l

= 0,        1 < A: < w,

since jti^ > -1.    D

Note that no other normalized polynomials in TTm[x) may satisfy (16): Writing the

orthogonality conditions as equations in coefficients of pm leads to a matrix which is

a section of a Cauchy matrix, hence nonsingular.

Theorem 7. The bi-orthogonal polynomials pm have the explicit form

1     "'
A.0O- 3T n (i + »» +/O"1

m • y = 1

m . m

x E(-i)"-*(;)n(*+i+*,)**.   "■>!.
fc=0 l/c/./ = i

Proof. By expanding (jc — l)m with the binomial theorem and straightforward

differentiation.   D

Given ß G R, we define the generalized factorial function (ß, |i)m by

(j8,l0-:=  FKiS + ii,-)-
7=1
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Note that if fij —j—1 this reduces to the classical factorial function, (ß, u,)„, =

(ß)m-

In the present notation,

w! (w + i,|i)„,A=0 v«;

Example 8. The case m = 2, ¡u, = 1, ii2 = 3 gives

,,1,5 1
/>2G)= 2*   - -x+ g.

This can be identified with the polynomial V from Example 3.

It is well known that the classical orthogonal polynomials possess all their zeros in

the support of the measure, that the zeros are simple and that zeros of consecutive

polynomials interlace. The following theorem shows that all this remains valid for

our bi-orthogonal polynomials.

Theorem 9. Each pm possesses m distinct zeros in (0,1). If the ¡i/s form a

monotonically increasing sequence, then the zeros of pm_l andpm interlace.

Proof. The first part of the theorem follows at once from the Rodrigues-

type formula (17) by repeated application of Rolle's theorem to the functions

x*~+\x - l)m, x*1™ i + 1D^(x - l)m and so on.

Moreover, given

(™) *-(*):- W+^,+ ft"Z)^2---^_1{G-l)m},

it follows from (17) that

(m,\i)m_1pm„l(x) + <pm(x)

= ¿^ • • • ̂ ->G - i)"-1 +(m + i + ,OG - 1)"'}

= —D^ ■■■ Dj(x-l)m) -(m + l,|0-/»-G).        ™>2-

Hence,

(19) cpm(x) = (m + \,\i)mPm(x) -(m,|0--iA,_iG)-

Repeated application of the Rolle theorem to <pm, as defined in (18), shows that <pm

has m - 1 distinct zeros in (0,1), in addition to a zero at 1.

It is straightforward to obtain from (18) the recurrence relation

(20) x<p'm(x) = m(m + l,y.)mpm(x) +(1 + ¡J.m)(m,y.)m_lpm_1(x).

Let us suppose that x e (0,1] exists such that pm(x) = pm_y(x) = 0. Then it

follows from (19) and (20) that

which is impossible. We conclude that zeros of pm_i and pm are distinct.

It is known from the classical theory of orthogonal polynomials that interlacing

occurs for the choice it¡— j — 1, j> 1. Hence, if the sequence {/i^} is monotoni-

cally increasing, a continuity argument completes the proof that the zeros of pm _ Y

and p   interlace, since no zero of pm _ x may cross a zero of pm when the sequence
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{0,1,..., m — 1} is deformed into {p1,...,pm) in a continuous manner and so that

all components remain distinct throughout this process.   D

Note that if pj = ß + j - 1, j ^ 1, for some ß > -1, then the bi-orthogonal

polynomials pm can be identified with the (shifted) Jacobi polynomials P^'^- This

identification with standard orthogonal polynomials provides much information on

the loci of zeros, as well as recurrence relations, a Christoffel-Darboux formula, etc.

Hence, it is of interest to check whether, for other choices of [Pj], the pm's can be

identified with orthogonal polynomials with positive weight functions (acting, possi-

bly, on a different real interval). Our next result demonstrates that this is not the

case.

Theorem 10. Let pm satisfy (16) and suppose that

(21) (d xkpm(x)da(x) = 0,       0<fc<m-l,
•v

where a is a function of bounded variation and [c,d] is a real interval. Then,

necessarily, c = 0, d = 1, da(x) = x^dx and ju, = ß + j - 1 for some ß > -1.

Proof. Let us suppose that (21) is satisfied. Then, as is well known, the /Jm's satisfy

the three-term recurrence relation

(22) xpm(x) = ampm+1(x) + bmpm(x) + cmPm_x(x),       m>\,

where am, cm =£ 0. We multiply (22) by x^ for j in {1,..., m - 1} and integrate

between 0 and 1. By bi-orthogonality, the right-hand side vanishes, hence

(23) Í1 xl+»>Pm(x)dx = 0,       l<j<m-l.
Jo

Let

HM-= (l + p)mp x'lpm(x)dx,       n>-l.

Hm is a polynomial in trm[p] that, by bi-orthogonality, vanishes for p. = ii , 1 < j < tn.

Hence,
m

tfJr0=Q,nG-rl,), Cm#0.

Since, by (23), Hm(\ + ¡tj) = 0, it follows that 1 + u.y e {ix1;..., pm}, 1 < ; < m -

1. Let us assume, without loss of generality, that px < p2< ••• < pm_v Then we

obtain p/+l = 1 + jut , 1 ^j < m — 1, hence pj = ß A- j — 1 for some ß e R. Since

yS > —1 is necessary for integrability, the theorem is proved.   D

4. Two-Step Approximations to exp(z). The application of the method (4) to the

test equation y' = Xy yields

Yl = R(z)Y0,       z = Xh,

where

m m

*G)=  E/m-'W/E/>(m_,W:= Q0(z)/Qx(z)
j=0 (=0

is an approximation to exp(z) of order at least m for every p g 77ot. Furthermore, if

p is the (scaled and shifted) Legendre polynomial, then the order is 2m.
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The order relation can be rewritten as

Ql(z)ez-Q0(z) = 0(zp+1),       m^p^2m,

motivating an extension of the present framework to two-step approximations

(24)      Ql(z)e: - Q0(z) - Q^(z)e': = G(zp+1),       m</><3m + l.

Shafer [6] has already considered general quadratic approximations of order p = 3m

+ 1 to a sufficiently smooth function /,

ôiG)/2G) - ôoG)/G) - ô-iG) = 0G3m+2),     ô_i, ôo, ôi e »„[-].
He obtained expressions of closed form for the coefficients in (24) with p = 3m + 1.

Likewise, by our analysis in Section 3 it is apparent that
m

ôiG)= E/W"W,
/ = 0

m

ßoG)= EÍ^-'W-^-'Ho))^,

m

ô-iG) = Eî(M-°(i)^,
í=0

where />(1 - x) s -?(x) s (-l»m(x) with jtiy = 2y - 1,1 < j < m.

Lemma 11. 77¡e maximal-order method is zero-stable if and only if m is odd.

Proof. The assertion follows immediately from a = -q(m)(x) = (-Y)mp(/p)(x) =

(-1)"', since -1 < a < 1 is necessary and sufficient for zero-stability.   D

Hence, since no zero-stability occurs for even m and only marginal zero-stability

for odd m, it makes sense to sacrifice one degree of freedom in order to enhance

stability, thus demanding order 3m. The natural choice is a = 0, leading to

Adams-type schemes.

To this end, we consider (14) and (15) (both with 0 <y < m - 1). By the analysis

of Section 3,
(    -\\m    m m /      \    m

U(x) = Cl*=%- U(m + 2) - I)"1 E (-D*  ™   Il (* + 2j - l)xk,
ml      7=1 A=0 \K>j=l

/    -i \ m    m m m

V(x) = C2^f- n im + 2j)~l E M)*"   n (k + 2j)xk.
m-     7-1 A = 0 V/C/7 = l

The constants C, and C2 are determined from (13) by the conditions pim)(x) = 1,

q<m\x) = 0, which give Q = C2 = (-l)m. Hence,

p(x) = \(U(\ -x)+ V(\ - x)),        q(x) = \{U(x) - V(x)),

resulting in an order-3w zero-stable scheme.

Another interesting choice of p and q in (10) leads to singly-implicit approxima-

tions, with a single pole of multiplicity m, that were discussed by Iserles [1]. They

follow from

p(x) = (-f)mymLm(x/y),

where Lm is the mth Laguerre polynomial

1 = 0
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and possess order 2m. It has been proved in Iserles [1] that for 1 < m < 3 there exist

y > 0 that yield A -acceptability.

Yet another option is to choose

q(x)-(-l)mp(l-x),

obtaining a symmetric method, Q_x(z) = Qi(z).

We do not address here the question of stability for stiff systems. Since attention

has been focused on methods of order p > 2m + 1, ,4-stability is out of the

question (Wanner et al. [7]). (The methods in Iserles [1] are an exception, since there,

p = 2m.) Hence, less severe stability requirements, e.g., vl(a)-stability and stiff-

stability, need to be analyzed in this context.

5. Extensions of Bi-Orthogonaliry. The bi-orthogonal polynomials pm with pj =

2j — 1 can be related to generalized hypergeometric functions via the representation

/>-(*)
(-1)'

1        !/        ,x
-zm,-^r(m - 1), m + 1;

((m + 2)/2)J 2

(-ir+i(3/2)m
(m-l)!((m + 2)/2)1

-,l;

-x 3£2

-(m - \),--(m

3    3
2' 2'

2),m + |;

This follows by splitting pm from Theorem 7, with the above-mentioned parameters,

into even and odd polynomials and by using the factorial identities

(«) 2k If
a + 1 (m\ _ (    ,k{-m)k

/*'        ^^      l    j     (Da   '

(1 +a + A:)m =
(1 +cx)m(l+m + a)l

(1+«)a

Another, easily obtainable, hypergeometric representation, which is valid for every

choice of jit,, p2,..., is

1
Pm\X) ~~   ™| m+l^rm

-m, 2 + p{,2 + p2,...,2 + pn

1 + p,,l + p2,...,\ + pm,

The concept of bi-orthogonality can be extended in a natural manner:

I. Given a real function ot(x) of bounded variation with the support (a,b), a

nonnegative function u(x, p), x e (a,b), p e ß, which is not identically zero in

(a, b) for every jti e ß, and a sequence {fiy}^! e ß, find monic pm g trm[x] such

that

j   pm(x)u(x,pk)da(x) = 0,       1 </: < m.

This problem has been explored in Iserles and Norsett [2] and has been further

discussed in [3].
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II. Given /X[, p2, . . . g (-1, oo) and vv v2, . . . G (0, oo), find pm in

span{x"',. ..,x""^¡} such that

( Pm(x)x>i''dx = °>        1 < A: < m.
•'0

This problem will be the subject of a forthcoming paper.

Many other interesting problems are implicit in the construction of bi-orthogonal

polynomials: quadrature, interpolation, representation, Lp approximation, etc. The

present paper makes only preliminary inroads into this new type of orthogonality.
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